
 

K2 GoToTraining Live Webinars 

 

October to December 2019 

You will receive an email with instructions on how to join the session after 
registration and payment. Registration deadline is one full business day 
prior to the seminar date. The course material and any related teaching 
files will be distributed by a link in the confirmation email. Questions asked 
by attendees via chat during the webinar will be answered by the instructor 
immediately following the session. You will be required to answer 
questions during the webinar to qualify for CPD Credits. 
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K2 GoToTraining Schedule 

October 

K2's Securing Your Data - Practical Tools for Protecting Information 10/15/2019 

K2's Advanced Excel Reporting - Best Practices, Tools and Techniques 10/15/2019 

K2's Mastering Excel Charts 10/22/2019 

K2's Do It Yourself Business Intelligence 10/22/2019 

K2's Mastering PowerPoint for Effective Presentations 10/23/2019 

K2's Blockchain and Other Emerging Technologies 10/23/2019 

K2's Microsoft Outlook - Inbox Organization and Optimization 10/31/2019 

K2's Improving Productivity with Office 365 10/31/2019 

November 

K2's Six Emerging Technologies for Accounting, Auditing, and Bookkeeping 11/14/2019 

K2's Excel 2013-2019 - Best New Features for Accountants 11/19/2019 

K2's Excel Tables - Database Technology Comes to Spreadsheets 11/19/2019 

K2's Integrating Excel with Word and PowerPoint 11/19/2019 

December 

K2's Mastering Advanced Excel Functions and Formulas 12/5/2019 

K2's Data Consolidation and Combination in Excel 12/5/2019 

K2's Introduction to the Excel Data Model 12/5/2019 

K2's Powerful Data Analysis with PowerPivot 12/10/2019 

K2's Introduction to Power Query 12/10/2019 

K2's Powerful Reporting with Cube Formulas 12/10/2019 

K2's Technology Update 12/12/2019 

K2's Accessing and Cleaning Data with Excel, Power Query, and Power BI 12/12/2019 

K2's Adobe Acrobat DC - Big Changes for PDF 12/31/2019 

K2's Tech Tools and Gadgets for a More Efficient You! 12/31/2019 

CAN
CELL

ED
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K2's Securing Your Data – Practical Tools for Protecting Information 
 10/15/2019| 11:30:00 AM - 1:30:00 PM ADT| 2 hours Price: $ 79 

Data Security 

Course Description 

Security is not optional and yesterday’s security techniques are not working to minimize today’s 

security threats. Therefore, now is the time for you to tune up what you know about protecting 

sensitive data.  In this program, you will learn about the latest tools and techniques for securing your 

data, including encryption, virus protection, secure communications, electronic signatures, secure 

authentication, and more.  You will also learn how to implement a very practical, five-step approach 

to securing your PC and the types of questions you should be asking of your staff to ensure server-

based information remains protected. 

Major Topics 

• Five-step approach to securing your PC

• Security tools necessary to secure sensitive data and systems

• Implement viable and practical solutions to mitigating today’s security threats

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

• Assess the relevant security risks in your organization

• Identify specific tools and techniques to protect sensitive data

• List five specific steps to improve PC security

• Implement security procedures to improve organizational security

Course Information 

CPE credit: Recommended for 2 hours Information Technology 

Prerequisites: Basic understanding of computer operations 

Program level: Intermediate 

Advance preparation: None 

Who should participate: Business professionals seeking to secure sensitive data 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Advanced Excel Reporting – Best Practices, Tools and Techniques 
10/15/2019| 2:30:00 PM - 6:30:00 PM ADT | 4 hours Price: $ 129 

Excel 

Course Description 

If you need to build advanced Excel reports, including reports where the source data resides in your 

accounting software or another database, then this program should be at the top of your CPE list! In 

this seminar, you will learn how to use Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and Online Analytic 

Processing (OLAP) to connect Excel to external data sources, such as your accounting software 

database, to extract data for reporting and analysis. You will also learn how to incorporate PivotTables 

into your reporting routines, including how to add calculations to your PivotTables, how to group 

PivotTable data into fiscal reporting periods, and how to filter your PivotTables using Slicers. 

You will also learn best practices for presenting compelling and captivating Excel-based reports and 

charts, and how to use two Excel add-ins – BizNet’s Excel Business Information Suite and Microsoft’s 

Power Pivot – to streamline and automate many of the manual processes associated with building 

Excel-based reports. In sum, if you generate financial or operational reports in Excel, you cannot 

afford to miss this program! 

Many accounting and financial professionals spend far too much time in Excel accessing and 

converting financial data into useful reports. If there is the chance you may not be taking full 

advantage of all that Excel has to offer as a reporting tool, then you should make plans to participate 

in this program. 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

• Link and import data from external databases – including multi-table databases – into Excel

• Use Tables and PivotTables to create accurate financial reports and analyses

• List and apply Excel shortcuts for formatting financial reports

• Implement Excel templates to improve reporting productivity

• Identify opportunities to work with third-party tools to streamline reporting in Excel

Course Information 

CPE credit: Recommended for 4 hours Accounting 

Prerequisites: Strong working knowledge of Excel 2010 or newer 

Program level: Advanced 

Advance preparation: None 

Who should participate: Accounting and financial professionals who use Excel for reporting and want 

to reduce the risk of errors, simplify reporting processes, and improve the quality of reports. The 

program focuses on Excel for Windows, but some of the features can be found in Excel for Mac.

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Mastering Excel Charts 
 10/22/2019| 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel, Excel Charts| Excel Charts  

Course Description 

Most accounting professionals quit using charts to communicate financial and operational information 

years ago because charting was too time consuming and too cumbersome, but the new charting 

engine in Excel overcomes both of those issues. Now users can quickly and easily build advanced 

charts that allow users to filter data interactively, and create charts that change dynamically as the 

volume of data changes. Plus, users can easily produce combination charts on two axes, generate 

advanced Pivot Charts, and build charts commonly used in dashboards, such as gauge or 

thermometer charts. In this two-hour session, you will learn how to build amazing charts to 

communicate your information and analyses more effectively. 

 

Major Topics 

* Selecting the right chart type for the reporting objective 

*Creating and customizing advanced charts in Excel quickly and easily 

* Linking or embedding charts from Excel into Word or PowerPoint 

*Constructing dynamic headings in charts that change as the underlying data changes 

*Producing specialized charts, such as gauge, thermometer, or combination charts 

*Using Pivot Charts to communicate data summarized in PivotTables   

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*List ten major types of charts produced by Microsoft Office 

*Use Excel, Word, or PowerPoint to create and modify advanced charts 

*Describe the process for creating dynamic headings in Office charts  

*Explain the general process for creating custom charts such as gauge or thermometer charts 

*Use chart templates to simplify and facilitate creation of similar charts in the future 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Excel and Microsoft Office users seeking to use charts as effective 

communication tools to report or analyze data 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Working knowledge of Excel and Microsoft Office 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Do It Yourself Business Intelligence 
 10/22/2019| 2:00:00 PM - 6:00:00 PM ADT| 4 hours Price: $ 129 

Business Intelligence| Business Intelligence  

Course Description 

Microsoft has created two parallel environments for delivering business intelligence reports and 

dashboards. One uses Excel and the four premium data-analysis add-ins (PowerPivot, Power View, 3D 

Maps, and Power Query) available in Office Professional Plus and the standalone version of Excel. The 

other environment uses the cloud-based tools of Power BI and the free Power BI Desktop application 

to create dashboards without Excel. Both environments allow business professionals to create user-

interactive tabular reports and dashboards using quick and easy drag-and-drop processes. Don't miss 

this opportunity to see and evaluate these outstanding business intelligence solutions in action. 

Major Topics 

*Understanding the applications and services required to use Power BI effectively

*Using the Power BI tools to produce financial and operational analysis

*Publishing completed analysis to Power BI

*Overview of the devices and applications used for consuming BI content

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Identify the desktop applications, server components, and Office 365 subscriptions for producing

and delivering analytics

*Describe the process of accessing external data for analysis

*Use PowerPivot, Power View, and Power Map to produce user-interactive analysis

*Explain how to use Power Query to find, clean, transform, and merge data from multiple sources

*Describe the advantages of using Power BI Desktop and identify the limitations of using Power View

*Identify how to acquire Power Bi Desktop and a PowerBI.com subscription

*List several ways in which data can be displayed and presented on a Power BI report

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and business professionals who want to harness the power of 

business intelligence functionality using the premium Excel add-ins or the cloud-based tools of 

Microsoft Power BI. 

Course Level: Advanced 

CPE Credits: 4 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel and PivotTables 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Mastering PowerPoint for Effective Presentations 
 10/23/2019| 2:00:00 PM - 6:00:00 PM ADT | 4 hours Price: $ 129 

PowerPoint 

Course Description 

More and more accountants and business professionals are using PowerPoint to deliver financial data 

to clients, customers, or co-workers. What seems at first to be an easy-to-use application consumes 

an extraordinary amount of time unless you know the tips and tricks to make the process less 

cumbersome. Did you know that you can generate a slide show from a properly formatted Word 

document with a few clicks? Or that you can create multiple custom slide shows within a single slide 

deck? Or that you can animate charts to better communicate financial information to your audience? 

Or that you can add your company logo to all slides in a slide show quickly and easily? All of these 

PowerPoint tips will be covered in this fast-paced session that will improve your productivity 

immediately. 

Major Topics 

• Applying global changes to a slide show with slide masters

• Creating compelling charts for effective communication

• Linking and embedding Excel data into charts or presentations

• Adding animations, transitions, and special effects to slides and charts

• Building presentations automatically from Word documents

• Creating multiple presentations within a single slide deck

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

• Describe the process of modifying a slide master

• Demonstrate linking or embedding Excel data in a slide show

• Use animated charts to communicate financial information more effectively

• Differentiate between slide transitions and slide animations

• Explain why it is more effective to create multiple custom slide shows in a single slide deck

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and business professionals who want to become more effective and 

efficient in building and making presentations with PowerPoint 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 4 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of PowerPoint 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar 
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K2's Blockchain and Other Emerging Technologies 
 10/23/2019| 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT| 2 hours  Price: $ 79 

Blockchain, Emerging Technologies| Blockchain, Emerging Technologies 

Course Description 

The next big wave of disruptive technology is already pulling into the station. Each emerging 

technology  - Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning  - why it's important and how it 

works will be explained in this session. To learn more about these disruptive technologies  - their 

capabilities, their risks, their potential impacts on business operations and processes, and their 

potential effects on the accounting profession  - make plans to participate in this fast-paced and 

informative session. 

Major Topics 

*Why emerging technologies should be considered for business

*How each major emerging technology works

*What solutions are available for implementation now

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*List three major emerging technologies

*Identify at least four possible uses for blockchain ledgers

*Describe a business case for machine learning

*Differentiate machine learning from artificial intelligence

*Name a current use for artificial intelligence

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to understand the power of 

emerging technologies and how they may be put to productive use 

Course Level: Basic 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: None 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Microsoft Outlook - Inbox Organization and Optimization 
 10/31/2019| 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT| 2 hours Price: $ 79 

Outlook| Outlook  

Course Description 

Microsoft Outlook is the most utilized business application in the world today, but for many users, 

dealing with Outlook is the most frustrating part of their day. This session is designed to help Outlook 

users better organize and manage their email communications. It contains coverage on how to 

reduce e-mail interruptions, triage the Inbox rapidly, find related messages quickly and easily, 

organize the Inbox with folders, categories, and rules, and use drag-and-drop to create new tasks 

and appointments. The information provided in this session will ease your frustration and improve 

your productivity in using Microsoft Outlook. 

Major Topics 

* Working more efficiently and effectively in Outlook through better organization

* Finding specific messages, contacts, and appointments

* Organizing the Inbox with folders, categories, and rules

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Identify related messages quickly and easily using Conversation View

* Create Quick Steps to automate routine, recurring processes

* Employ drag-and-drop to create new appointments, tasks, or contacts from email messages

* Use folders and categories to organize the Inbox

* Apply rules to automate the process of filing email messages

* Describe how AutoArchive automates the process of cleaning the Inbox

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and business professionals who need to manage email more 

effectively in Outlook 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Working knowledge of Microsoft Outlook 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Improving Productivity with Office 365 
 10/31/2019|  2:00:00 PM - 6:00:00 PM ADT | 4 hours Price: $ 129 

Office 365| Office 365  

Course Description 

Microsoft Office 365 comes in three configurations  - the familiar Microsoft Office desktop 

applications only, wrap-around cloud services only, or a combination of the desktop applications and 

cloud services. The foundational cloud services  - SharePoint, OneDrive for Business, Office Online, 

and Skype for Business - provide a wealth of functionality for improving organization productivity and 

effectiveness. Microsoft continues to release new collaboration features for Office 365 at a blistering 

pace. These features, such as Groups, Teams, Planner, Yammer, Delve, Flow, Forms, Stream, and 

others, provide additional opportunities for improving organizational productivity through enhanced 

staff collaboration. This webinar provides all the knowledge and guidance necessary to take full 

advantage of your investment in Microsoft Office 365. 

Major Topics 

*Understanding and using the Office 365 interface effectively

*Using OneDrive for Business or SharePoint for file storage, sharing, and synchronization

*Discovering the full range of collaborative tools available in Skype for Business

*Groups or Teams - What's the difference?

*Tools for improving productivity

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Navigate the Office 365 portal effectively and modify personal settings

*Understand the Office 365 update channels

*Differentiate between OneDrive for Business and SharePoint

*Employ Delve to improve productivity and organization awareness

*Use Team sites for shared documents, calendar, and task lists

*Differentiate between Skype for Business, Office Groups, and Teams

*List advantages of using Planner

*Determine where Flows would be useful

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and business professionals who want to use the power of Microsoft 

Office to improve personal and organizational productivity 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 4 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Working knowledge of Microsoft Office 365 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Six Emerging Technologies for Accounting, Auditing & Bookkeeping 
 11/14/2019| | 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Accounting Technology, Auditing Technology, Bookkeeping Technology| Technology  

Course Description 

The world is abuzz about dozens of emerging technologies like artificial general intelligence, machine 

learning, and blockchain-based ledgers, but many of these technologies won’t have a meaningful 

impact your work for ten or more years, and some, like Google Glass, have fallen off the radar 

entirely.  On the other hand, technologies like automated statement/document retrieval, automated 

data import and reporting, and electronic signatures are often not utilized.  This session will mix a 

discussion of emerging technologies and will provide some insight into the kinds of work automation 

technologies available now and in the future in accounting and bookkeeping. 

 

Major Topics 

*A high level overview of emerging technologies 

*Automation for accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping, including statement retrieval, testing with 

wizards, and receipt recognition 

*High level discussion of blockchain 

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*Explain what is revolutionary about blockchain– and also why it is of limited use to accounting 

professionals in its current form 

*List at least three technologies for accounting, bookkeeping, and auditing which are available and 

are often overlooked by accountants 

*Define the terms blockchain, cryptocurrencies, artificial intelligence and machine learning 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and business professionals who would like to understand some 

emerging technologies which will impact accounting in the future 

Course Level: Basic 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: None 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Excel 2013-2019 - Best New Features for Accountants 
 11/19/2019| | 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours Price: $ 79 

Excel 2013-2019| Excel 2013-2019  

Course Description 

Excel 2013 was a watershed release with many outstanding new features - automated analysis with 

recommended PivotTables and charts, pure power analysis with the Power View and PowerPivot add-

ins, and advanced workbook auditing with Inquire. Excel 2016 and 2019 continues the trend with six 

new chart types, forecast sheets, and Power Query integration. But that's not all! The latest versions of 

Excel provide powerful and easy to use new features like Flash Fill, Timelines, Quick Explore drill down 

and around, Combo charts, and the ability to open workbooks in their own window without losing the 

ability to copy and paste between workbooks. Attend this webinar and learn how to put the power of 

Excel 2013-2019 to work immediately to improve your productivity. 

Major Topics 

*Automated analysis with Quick Analysis, Recommended Charts, and Recommended PivotTables

*Quick and easy data filtering with Timelines and Slicers for tables

*Split, combine, or rearrange data quickly and easily with Flash Fill

*Better charting, including standalone Pivot Charts

*Drill down and around with Quick Explore

*Powerful data analysis with PowerPivot and Inquire

*Ease time series forecasting with Forecast Sheets

*The Excel Data Model and table Relationships

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Identify three types of automated analysis in Excel 2013-2019

*Describe the new Excel Data Model and explain its impact on PivotTable analysis

*Use combo charts for presenting financial data

*Distinguish between an ordinary PivotTable and one built using PowerPivot

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and financial professionals who want to put the power of Excel 2013-

2019 and its new features and functionality to use right away 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 

Can
cell
ed
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K2's Excel Tables - Database Technology Comes to Spreadsheets 
 11/19/2019|  2:00:00 PM - 4:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours Price: $ 79 

Excel, Tables| Excel  

Course Description 

Tables are new in Excel 2007 and newer versions. Think of them as two-dimensional Excel databases 

with special functionality to ease and enhance the way users sort, filter, format, and analyze 

information. Tables can be directly linked to external databases, such as the G/L, for easy update, and 

serve as dynamic data sources for PivotTables and charts. This webinar will cover the full breadth of 

functionality provided by tables, including auto expansion, formula replication, and structured 

referencing. 

Major Topics 

*Understanding the power of the Excel Tables

*Summarizing data and making calculations on data stored in Tables

*Using Tables as data sources for PivotTables and Charts

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Create and format Tables to revolutionize how to work with data in Excel

*Describe key features of Tables such as auto-expansion, formula replication, and structured

referencing

*Filter and sort data stored in Tables

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and financial professionals interested in increasing their proficiency 

and efficiency when working with Excel 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: Basic Understanding of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 

Can
cell
ed
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K2's Integrating Excel with Word and PowerPoint 
 11/19/2019| 4:30:00 PM - 6:30:00 PM ADT | 2 hours Price: $ 79 

Excel, Word, PowerPoint| Excel  

Course Description 

Excel is the accountants' tool of choice for analyzing data, but their analyses often find their way into 

formal reports and presentations. Most accountants and business professionals use simple cut-and-

paste processes or re-key their analyses to integrate them into Word and PowerPoint, but these 

Microsoft Office products offer a full range of options for integrating data among and between them. 

Tables and text in Word documents and PowerPoint presentations can be linked and updated as 

analyses in Excel is updated or changed. This session contains all of the tips, tricks, and techniques 

necessary to ease the process of integrating Excel with Word and PowerPoint. 

Major Topics 

*Using the Camera to link or embed formatted Excel tables or reports into Word or PowerPoint

*Linking individual data cells from Excel into Word text

*Pasting and linking report text from Word into Excel

*Embedding Excel analysis in Word documents or PowerPoint presentations

*Using hyperlinks to link text in Word or PowerPoint to underlying analysis in Excel

*Embedding PivotTables into PowerPoint presentations

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Use linked or embedded Excel analysis to automate the process of updating reports or presentations

*List the five ways in which Excel data can be pasted into Word

*Describe the process of linking or embedding multi-page Excel objects into Word

*Explain how to modify the Quick Access Toolbar to facilitate working with hyperlinked documents

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and business professionals that need to integrate Excel data and 

analysis with reports created in Word and presentations created in PowerPoint. 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel, Word, and PowerPoint. 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 

Can
cell
ed
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K2's Mastering Advanced Excel Functions and Formulas 
 12/5/2019| | 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM  ADT| 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel| Excel  

Course Description 

Excel has more than 300 functions, many of which are unused by most accounting and finance 

professionals. Some of these little used functions can be used to calculate depreciation, mortgage 

interest and principal reduction, cash flow analysis over unequal periods, and trap errors. It's time for 

you to break out of your Excel cocoon. This two-hour session will put you on the path to improved 

Excel productivity by introducing you to powerful and time saving but little used Excel functions. 

Among other topics, you will learn about logical and conditional formulas, including using Boolean 

operators; advanced financial formulas such as XNPV and XIRR; innovative uses for Excel's date 

functions, and SUMPRODUCT, GETPIVOTDATA, and INDIRECT. 

 

Major Topics 

*Making advanced calculations with Excel's financial functions  

*Creating calculations that are dependent on a condition or conditions  

*Using array formulas to make calculations on a range of items  

*Building date and time calculations  

*Using GETPIVOTDATA to extract summarized data from a PivotTable  

*Employing INDIRECT to modify range references in formulas  

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*Use Excel's financial functions to compute depreciation, calculate mortgage interest and principal 

reduction, and perform conventional cash flow analysis  

*List three Excel functions for making conditional calculations that can evaluate multiple conditions  

*Explain the general process of entering an array formula in Excel  

*Describe the benefits of using GETPIVOTDATA for extracting summarized data from a PivotTable 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to become more productive in 

using Excel 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2’s Data Consolidation and Combination in Excel 
 12/5/2019| 2:00:00 PM – 4:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel| Excel  

Course Description 

Combining data from multiple sheets or workbooks is daily fare for most accountants, yet many 

professionals do not fully appreciate the breadth of Excel options available for accomplishing this task. 

From simple sum-through formulas to auto-merging workbooks to consolidation PivotTables, this 

session comprehensively covers the full range of Excel data consolidation functionality. Simplify and 

streamline your data consolidation processes, improve your personal productivity, and reduce errors 

with the information contained in this feature-packed session. 

 

Major Topics 

• Using Excel's SUM function to simplify the sum-through formula building process 

• Adding or removing worksheets from a sum-through total 

• Working with Excel's Data Consolidate function to consolidate data by position or category 

• Building sum-through formulas with wildcard characters 

• Using PivotTables to consolidate data in the same workbook or multiple workbooks 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

• Differentiate the advantages and disadvantages of using the SUM function to produce sum-

through formulas as compared to simple arithmetic formulas 

• Implement dummy end-point worksheets or columns to simplify the data consolidation 

process and reduce errors 

• Identify situations where wild-card characters may be used effectively in combining data from 

multiple worksheets 

• Differentiate between using Data Consolidation by position and by category 

• Use consolidation PivotTables to combine data from multiple worksheets and/or multiple 

workbooks 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and finance professionals who calculate summaries from 

consolidated or combined data 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Basic working knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar  
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K2's Introduction to the Excel Data Model 
 12.5/2019| 4:30:00 PM - 6:30:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel, Excel Data Model| Excel Data Model  

Course Description 

The Excel Data Model is an in-memory multi-dimensional (OLAP) data engine available in all versions 

of Excel 2013 and 2016. The Data Model is the core foundation of PowerPivot, but all users can take 

advantage of the added power of the Data Model without this premium add-in available in Office 

Professional Plus and the standalone version of Excel. With the Data Model, users can 1) relate 

multiple Excel tables, build PivotTables on multiple Excel tables, and 3) analyze PivotTable reports 

using Quick Explore, which allows users to drill up, down, and around in reports. This webinar will 

provide the knowledge and skill necessary to take full advantage of the Excel Data Model. 

 

Major Topics 

*Adding data to the Data Model 

*Building PivotTables from multiple related Tables 

*Using Quick Explore to drill up, down, and around in PivotTables built on the Excel Data Model 

*Calculating date fields in Tables to overcome Data Model limitations 

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*Describe the Excel Data Model 

*List the advantages of using the Data Model as a PivotTable data source 

*Create PivotTables from data stored in multiple related Tables 

*Describe the process of relating Tables in Excel 2013 and 2016 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to put the power of the Excel 

Data Model to use right away. 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Powerful Data Analysis with PowerPivot 
 12/10/2019| 11:00:00 AM - 1:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel, PowerPivot| Excel  

Course Description 

PowerPivot provides unparalleled options for analyzing data and preparing summary reports in Excel. 

With PowerPivot, available in Microsoft Office Professional Plus or the standalone version of Excel, 

your PivotTable reports become even more powerful. PowerPivot can connect directly to a large 

number of common external data sources or can be used in conjunction with Power Query for 

superior data import and transformation capability. DAX functions allow users to create sophisticated 

calculations, both columns and measures, and the relational functionality of PowerPivot provides all 

the tools necessary for creating an intermediary database from multiple data sources. Put PowerPivot 

to use immediately by participating in this very practical session, which is sure to help you improve 

your analytical and reporting processes. 

 

Major Topics 

*Creating basic PivotTables with the Excel Data Model and PowerPivot  

*Using external data sources with PowerPivot  

*Converting PivotTables into individual formulas that can be refreshed from the data source  

*Relating multiple tables with PowerPivot  

*Creating calculated columns and calculated fields using DAX functions in PowerPivot  

*Adding key performance indicators to PivotTable reports 

  

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*Differentiate between ordinary PivotTables and those created with PowerPivot  

*Describe the advantages of working with PowerPivot  

*Explain, at a high-level, the procedure for building a PivotTable using PowerPivot 

*Define Data Models, Data Analysis Expressions, and Key Performance Indicators  

*Create reports from data summarized using PowerPivot 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to streamline and improve their 

data analysis and reporting processes 

Course Level: Advanced 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Users of Excel 2013/2016 or Office 365 that have a good working knowledge of Excel 

and PivotTables 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Introduction to Power Query 
 12/10/2019| 2:00:00 PM - 4:00:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Power Query, Data Mining| Power Query, Data Mining  

Course Description 

Power Query is an Excel data extraction and transformation tool integrated in all versions of Excel 

2016, but is available as a free add-in for those using Excel 2013. Power Query allows users to 

combine data from multiple, disparate data sources, such as relational databases, OData feeds, web 

pages, Azure, SharePoint lists, Hadoop HDFS, and Excel, text, and XML files, etc. The Query Editor 

allows users to transform and cleanup data with the "M" query language using an intuitive query-by-

example interface. The code created by the Editor can be fine tuned or modified to meet any need. 

Queries and data transformations can be saved, shared, and reused across an enterprise. Don't miss 

this opportunity to explore the power and time-saving functionality of Power Query. 

 

Major Topics 

* Connecting to external data sources 

* Using the Query Editor to transform and cleanup data 

* Modifying and fine tuning query code 

* Saving queries for reuse by others in an organization  

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

*Identify five common data sources that can accessed by Power Query 

*Describe the process of extracting data from an external data source 

* Use the Query Editor to transform and cleanup data 

*  List three data transformations that can be accomplished with the Query Editor 

* Explain the process of saving queries for future use  

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to use Power Query to access, 

import, and transform external data for analysis and reporting 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Powerful Reporting with Cube Formulas 
 12/10/2019| 4:30:00 PM - 6:30:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Excel| Excel  

Course Description 

The Excel Data Model (an OLAP cube) can be viewed as a multi-dimensional PivotTable. The 

intersections of the rows, columns, and other dimensions are summarized in the cube and can be 

extracted into a report using cube functions that specify the desired intersections. Hence, a PivotTable 

is not required to summarize and report data stored in the Excel Data Model. Excel has seven built-in 

cube functions for creating reports without using a PivotTable, while maintaining the ability to refresh 

a report as the underlying data changes. Don't miss this opportunity to learn how to use cube 

formulas to produce dynamic formal reports from the Excel Data Model. 

 

Major Topics 

*Overview of the cube functions available in Excel 

*Understanding the Data Model and how to specify an intersection  

*Building cube formulas that can be copied down and across  

*Creating reports using implicit and explicit measures  

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*List the seven cube functions available in Excel 

*Use a PivotTable to create an implicit measure 

*Create explicit measures using PowerPivot or from the PivotTable Field List in Excel 2016 

*Describe the process of creating formal reports with cube functions  

*Employ mixed cell references in formulas to build complex reports quickly and easily 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accountants and finance professionals who want to streamline and improve their 

data analysis and reporting processes 

Course Level: Advanced 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of PivotTables and the Excel Data Model 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Technology Update 
12/12/2019| 10:00:00 AM - 2:00:00 PM ADT | 4 hours    Price: $ 129 

Technology 

Course Description 

Do you sometimes feel lost in the technology jungle? Would you like clear guidance regarding Windows, Office, 

the Cloud, security, and other technology-related issues? If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, then 

make plans now to invest four hours in this fast-paced and highly informative seminar that is sure to ramp up 

your return on technology investment. 

The technology tools available to businesses have never been better, but many are not taking full advantage of 

these tools. This course helps professionals, at all levels, understand the major trends in hardware, software, and 

services and how to utilize these tools to meet organizational objectives. 

Major Topics 

• Developments in hardware and emerging trends  

• Microsoft Windows 10 and Office 2016 

• Security update – a new day, with new risks 

• Mobility update – best practices for taking it with you  

• Virtualization and what it can mean to your organization  

• The Cloud and where it belongs in your organization 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to: 

• List and describe key features of Windows 10 and identify situations where upgrading might be 

advantageous 

• Analyze developments in mobile technologies and develop an optimal mobile strategy 

• Identify security issues facing business professionals and list options for mitigating risk 

• List and describe key features of Office 2016 and determine an optimal time to upgrade 

• Identify major trends in hardware, including desktops, laptops, servers, tablets, storage, and printing 

• Develop strategies for successful Cloud implementations, including accounting and tax, document 

management, workflow, and data storage and synchronization applications 

• Define virtualization and identify how it potentially changes the technology infrastructure in your office 

Course Information 

CPE credit: Recommended for 4 hours Computer Software & Applications 

Prerequisites: Fundamental understanding of basic technology concepts 

Program level: Intermediate 

Advance preparation: None 

Who should participate: Business professionals who are interested in how technology affects them and seek an 

update of relevant technology trends, tools, and techniques 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Accessing and Cleaning Data with Excel, Power Query, and Power BI 

 12/12/2019| 2:30:00 PM - 4:30:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

Data Mining, Excel, Power BI| Data Mining, Excel, Power BI  

Course Description 

While there are a wide range of ways to analyze data, one must first retrieve, scrub, and organize 

data effectively before any of those techniques can be used.  This session will help users understand 

and utilize end user data retrieval tools like Microsoft Power Query as well as content packs for 

Microsoft Power BI to connect, retrieve, reorganize, and create scripts to automatically reformat data 

of all kinds from a wide variety of sources.  Attend this session and learn to use these powerful tools 

to solve and automate your data extraction and transformation processes. 

 

Major Topics 

*Learn about Power Query and begin using it to automate your data importing and formatting to 

make your work more productive  

*See how content packs largely automate the retrieval of information from a wide range of 

applications 

*Review powerful techniques for rearranging your data quickly in Microsoft Excel 

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*Define the major components included in Microsoft Power Query and Power BI Content Packs 

*Explain how Power Query fits into the Microsoft self-service Business Intelligence ecosystem (Power 

Query, Power Map, Power Pivot, Power View, and Power BI) 

*List the types of data sources which can be accessed using Power Query, Power Pivot, and Power BI 

Content Packs 

*Describe how Power Query transformations can be used to reformat, combine, and rearrange data 

retrieved from a wide range of sources 

*Explain how Power BI and the Excel Data Model provide ways to use this data to create effective 

reports 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Excel users who regularly use data exported or extracted from other software 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Information Technology    

Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of Excel 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Adobe Acrobat DC - Big Changes for PDF 
 12/31/2019| 11:30:00 AM - 1:30:00 PM ADT | 2 hours    Price: $ 79 

PDF, Adobe Acrobat DC| PDF  

Course Description 

With the introduction of Adobe Acrobat DC, Adobe changed the game on how we work with PDF 

documents. More than just “another new software version,” Acrobat DC offers a number of new 

outstanding productivity features that you will want to take advantage of. These features, coupled 

with significant changes in licensing, means that Acrobat DC is a substantially different product than 

its predecessors. Join us in this session to learn how to take advantage of all that Acrobat DC has to 

offer. 

 

Major Topics 

* Collect and send documents for e-signatures 

* Fill and sign forms on mobile devices  

* Collaborate with other users through the Cloud  

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

* Distinguish between Acrobat DC and its predecessors and between the Standard, Pro, and 

subscription-based offerings within the Acrobat DC family  

* Utilize new features in Acrobat DC, including sending and tracking documents online and collecting 

e-signatures on PDFs  

* Edit and markup PDFs using Acrobat DC's re-designed user interface  

* Collaborate on PDFs with others using Acrobat DC's Cloud options  

* Manage and manipulate PDFs with Acrobat DC on mobile devices and tablets  

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Accounting and business professionals who want to become more efficient in 

using Adobe Acrobat DC 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 2 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Good working knowledge of Adobe Acrobat and PDF documents 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 
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K2's Tech Tools and Gadgets for a More Efficient You! 
12/31/2019| 2:30:00 PM - 6:30:00 PM ADT | 4 hours    Price: $ 129 

Tech Tools| Technology Tools  

Course Description 

Technology – specifically the ever-evolving world of tools, gadgets, and apps – continues to awe and 

amaze while “The Internet of Things” is rapidly turning this evolution into a revolution.  By learning 

how to utilize these tools and gadgets, you can enhance both personal and team productivity and, in 

this program, you will learn how to take advantage of many features in tools that you likely already 

own – such as Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Office – to become more productive 

 

Major Topics 

*Identifying and utilizing little-known features in Windows and Office 

*Taking advantage of free and inexpensive apps and services 

*Deploying and utilizing various gadgets and gizmos for increased convenience and productivity 

*Recognizing the profound impact of “The Internet of Things” 

 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:  

*IIdentify opportunities to implement free and inexpensive solutions to address and solve common 

personal and  business issues, including security  

*Recognize opportunities to use the Cloud as the backbone of a business technology infrastructure 

*Implement smartphone and tablet apps to connect to, and more efficiently manage, information 

*Discover hidden features in applications you already own 

*Troubleshoot and maintain your computer with free and inexpensive tools 

 

Course Information 

Who Should Attend: Business professionals seeking to leverage technology for improved personal 

and team productivity 

Course Level: Intermediate 

CPE Credits: 4 Hours Computer Software and Applications    

Prerequisites: Fundamental knowledge of computer operations 

Advance Preparation: None 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cutoff is 4 hours prior to the start of the webinar. 

 

 

 

 


